Abstract--Suppose 0 I i, j I 2" -1. We prove that, if i, j are encoded as binary Gray codewords whose Hamming distance is M 2 1, then Ii -jl < 2" -2m/3.
In [I] , Yuen finds a lower bound on the signal error that produces an m-bit error in its Gray codeword. Denoting the Gray codeword for i by g(i), he proves that if the Hamming distance between g(i) and g(j) is m 2 1, then (i -j] > 2m/3. The object of this correspondence is to establish the related upper bound. Proof: Suppose that, in binary notation, i = (i,,-1 . . . i&, j = CL1 . . . jo)2, and that we define I = (I,,-, . . . I&, where 1, G ik + jk (mod 2), k = 0, l,..., n -1. In [I] , Yuen proves that 1 is an integer whose Gray codeword g (l) has weight m; moreover, he notes that if the m ones in g (l) occur in positions k, < k, < +. . < k,,,, then lk = 1 for k,,,-, c k s k,,,, lk = 0 for kmw2 < k I k,,,-i, and so forth. This is a consequence of the fact that for any integer j = (jnF1 . . . j,), encoded in Gray code as g(j) = (g,'-i . . . g&, n-1 is = Lzs si' (mod 3, s = 0, 1,. * *, n -1.
See [2] for a proof of this formula.
Without loss of generality, assume i > j. By the definition of 1, i -j is maximized, under the constraint of a distance m between g(i) and g(j), if i = 1 and j = 0. Furthermore, 1 is maximized if lk = 1, for m -1 I k I n -1, and if the bits l,,,-2rl,,,-3r~ . atlO alternate between 0 and 1 beginning with 0. For example, when m = 5, I = (1 . . . 10101); when m = 6,l = (1 . . . 101010).
In general, if m = 2t + 1, we have 1 = 2" -1 -A, where Because of developments in preventive therapy in cardiac intensive care wards, the problem of obtaining reliable detection of certain specific types of abnormalities in rhythm that frequently prelude serious arrhythmias has recently received much attention. Romhilt et al. in a recent survey [l] have indicated that the present methods of using high and low rate alarms, one minute electrocardiogram (ECG) printouts every hour, and continuous multibed supervision by skilled personnel, though very reliable in the detection of serious fatal arrhythmias, are unreliable in the detection of the premonitory rhythm changes. They cite delays of several hours in the detection of premonitory rhythms such as premature atria1 contractions, premature ventricular contractions, and various ventricular arrhythmias. Thus there appears to be a need for an economical on-line automated system or subsystem that can detect certain rhythm changes reliably. Such a system can be realized only if the number of features extracted as well as the number of pattern classes considered can be minimized. Recently, a hardware monitoring system with artifact rejection and physician-controlled parameters has been used by Dell'osso [2] .
Several investigators [3] [4] [5] have proposed (see Fig. 1 ) that the extraction of only the R-wave interval feature not only can Denote the probability corresponding to class i by Bi and let {X,} form a discrete parameter Markov chain with stationary transition probabilities,
where Q is the number of states and C is the number of rhythm classes (hypotheses) considered. The transition probabilities can be expressed as a matrix Pi with P,(k ( I) as its element in the kth column and lth row.
III. SEQUENTIAL HYPOTHESIS TFLWING Let {XL} be a sequence that is Markov under either of two hypotheses. Define the log likelihood ratio for sample size n as, satisfactorily separate certain types of premonitory and serious rhythms but also allows a relatively simple feature extraction algorithm to be implemented, Additional data reduction has been obtained by transforming the R-wave intervals into three states: short, regular, and long. Certain dependencies among the states observed for some rhythms have motivated Gersch et al. [3] to model the ECG as a three-state first-order Markov chain (see Fig. 2 ). This interesting model suggests a method of classification based on contextual information.
Previous procedures for classification using only R-wave intervals have almost exclusively used fixed sample tests (an exception was the use of a finite state deterministic acceptor by Hristov [4] ). Among the problems with a fixed sample test is the possibility that if the sample size is too large then a transient phenomenon such as a short string of anomalous beats may go undetected due to the relatively large number of normal beats used in the average. This situation also illustrates the difficulty in assigning a priori probabilities to the rhythm classes. The difficulty is similar to the radar detection problem where normal beats can be likened to having an absence of a target and abnormal beats to having a target. Thus if the observation of an abnormal rhythm or target is rare, there is difficulty in assigning meaningful a priori rhythm probabilities.
Recently, Patrick er al. [14] have made a survey. of pattern recognition applications in medical diagnosis that include references to several sequential classification applications. Fu [6] has demonstrated the feasibility of using nonparametric sequential analysis in order to minimize the cost of obtaining features (clinical tests, etc.) and of misclassification by ordering the "best" features first. In this study, the fact that only intervals are extracted, the difficulty of specifying a priori rhythm probabilities, and the availability of the rhythm class distributions, have suggested the use of Wald's sequential probability ratio test. Its provisions for controlling error rates rather than sample size and the computationally efficient recursive form seem particularly attractive. The purpose of this study is to investigate the feasibility of utilizing Wald's sequential test in cardiac rhythm classification.
II. MARKOV MODELOF CARDIACR-WAVERHYTHM
Let To be the scanned average interval length. The various interval classes are S = {T: T I To -S}, L = {T: T r To + 8'>, and R = {T: To -6 < T < To -I-6'} (Gersch et al. have specified 6 = 0.1 s and 6' = 0.15 s). The sequence of observations X1,X,, -. . are the RR intervals reduced to the S,R,L interval classes.
The sequential likelihood ratio test is given as follows: if S,,(X) 2 B choose P2 ; if S,(X) I A choose PI ; and if A < S,, < B, continue testing. Wald [7] has derived a wellknown sequential test in which the absorbing or decision boundaries depend only on the two kinds of errors. If excess over boundaries is neglected, the approximate expression for the two boundaries are A N log (eX2/1 -cZ1) and B 2: log (1 -E&~~), where eij is the error of choosing hypothesis i given that hypothesis j is true. If we let two and one denote abnormal and normal rhythms, respectively, aiZ is the false negative error rate and eZ1 is the false alarm error rate.
IV. PERFORMANCEOF~ALD SEQUENTIALTEST
A measure of performance in the sequential test is given by the average sample sizes needed to reach a decision for each hypothesis, i.e., E*(n). The derivation of an expression for the average number of observations for a first-order Markov sequence was first suggested by Bellman [9] , and similar results have been derived subsequently by a number of authors [lo] - [12] .
Jet us establish some preliminary notation before presenting Bellman's result and a simplified expression under the assumption of stationarity. Let H(t) denote the stationary modified Let rt(t) be the row eigenvector of H(t) corresponding to the dominant eigenvalue n,(i), i.e., vl(t)H(t) = I,(t)v,(r). Bellman, following the proof of Wald's fundamental identity (from which Wald's equation can also be derived for the independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) case), obtained wherepo is the initial probability distribution vector of X,(Q x 1) and 0
By differentiating with respect to t (denoted by a prime) and setting t = 0, the expression for the expected number of observations for the decision is found to be E(n) = E&l + E~v,'~W-'n I x,)1 -Q'(O)PO ~,'(O> Note that the preceding expression depends on knowledge of the distribution of the state at the decision time. Depending on the application, this knowledge may or may not be readily derivable. However, if the Markov source is assumed stationary, I.e., P" = po, for all II 2 0, a simplified expression can be derived as follows. Note which we will take to be the interclass separability measure for sequential testing.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The graphs of the expected number of observations under pairwise testing of three selected rhythm classes as a function of error rate (the two kinds of errors were equated) are shown in Fig. 3(a)-(c) . The rhythm classes are atria1 fibrillation (AF), which is a serious rhythm; normal sinus rhythm (SR); and premature atria1 and ventricular contractions (PAVC) in the presence of SR, which are important premonitory rhythms.
Small E transition probabilities weib included in the rhythm transition graphs where the experimentally estimated probabilities were zero in order to facilitate the computation of the expression for the expected number of observations. As a result, the expression for the expected number of observations can be regarded as conservative. Note that the expression is only approximate in any case because excess over the boundaries has been neglected and because of the assumption in Bellman's result that In [P2(XI)/P,(XI)]
can be neglected for large sample size. The latter assumption gives a conservative result for small sample sizes.
VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The graphs in Fig. 3 are self-explanatory and indicate that, for all error rates considered, the average number of observations for classification will not exceed 20 observations (roughly 20 s for SR). Note that, in all the pairwise comparisons, classification of the serious rhythm consistently required fewer observations than the premonitory and normal rhythms. The expected number of observations given that PAVC is true at an error rate of 0.1 percent is approximately two observations that, on the average, will detect any short sequence of anomalous beats. Any sequence of observed samples that requires excessive time for decision, would presumably also cause difficulties with conventional monitoring. Thus the sequential system expresses its "confusion" by delaying classification rather than arbitrarily 599 selecting a class as in a fixed sample test. In these cases a monitoring subsystem can be used to give an alarm +-n* r\*aro+nr --+-call a more elaborate program for a compl C" au "puaL"L, "I L"
ete analysis. Fu [13] has proposed the use of time-varying truncated stopping boundaries as a compromise between excessive length and specifiable error rates.
